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	Whether you're a designer or not, you make design decisions every day. Successful design projects require equal participation from both the client and the design team. Yet, for most people who buy design, the process remains a mystery. In his follow-up to Design Is a Job, Mike Monteiro demystifies the design process and helps you prepare for your role. Ensure you're asking the right questions, giving effective feedback, and hiring designers who will challenge you to make your product the best it can be. Mike Monteiro is the co-founder and design director of Mule Design, an interactive design studio whose work has been called "delightfully hostile" by The New Yorker. In early 2011, he gave a Creative Mornings talk entitled "F- You, Pay Me" that not only uplifted the downtrodden the world over, but fueled his first book, Design Is a Job. In 2014 he won .net's Talk of the Year award for "How Designers Destroyed the World," a screed about designers taking responsibility for their work. He can be heard weekly as the co-host of Let's Make Mistakes. None of the terms Mike has coined are printable on a family website.
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A Course in Probability and StatisticsCengage Learning, 1995

	This author's modern approach is intended primarily for honors undergraduates or undergraduates with a good math background taking a mathematical statistics or statistical inference course. The author takes a finite-dimensional functional modeling viewpoint (in contrast to the conventional parametric approach) to strengthen the connection...
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CompTIA A+ 2009 In DepthCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	CompTIA A+ 2009 In Depth was written to be the very best tool on the market today to prepare you to support personal computers. Updated to include the most current technologies with a new chapter on securing your PC and small network and new content on supporting Windows Vista, this book takes you from the just-a-user level to the...
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Environmental Nanotechnology Volume 3 (Environmental Chemistry for a Sustainable World)Springer, 2019

	
		This third volume on environmental nanotechnology includes chapters dealing with topics such nanoremediation, waste water purification, nanosensors, nanomedicine, and nanofiltration. It also highlights the safety aspects and risk assessment and management related to several toxins, as well as nanotechnology related solutions for...
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Advanced Topics in Information Retrieval (The Information Retrieval Series)Springer, 2011

	This book presents a wide-spectrum illustration of what research in Information Retrieval
	has produced or will produce in the next years. The book content includes
	chapters on Aggregated Search, Digital Advertising, Digital Libraries, Discovery of
	Spam and Opinions in the Web, Evaluation, Information Retrieval in Context, Multimedia...
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Optimisation in Signal and Image ProcessingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book describes the optimization methods most commonly encountered in signal and image processing: artificial evolution and Parisian approach; wavelets and fractals; information criteria; training and quadratic programming; Bayesian formalism; probabilistic modeling; Markovian approach; hidden Markov models; and metaheuristics (genetic...
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Kotlin Blueprints: A practical guide to building industry-grade web, mobile, and desktop applications in Kotlin using frameworks such as Spring Boot and Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Get to know the building blocks of Kotlin and best practices when using quality world-class applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn to build exciting and scalable Android and web applications (both the server-side and client-side parts) with your Kotlin skills
	
			Dive into the great...
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